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Highlights from WTMS Winter 2014: Making Cities Safe for Trees

By: Leon Boroditsky

O

ur winter 2014 symposium was held once again at the
beautiful Sheraton Fairplex Conference Center in Pomona,
CA. A recap of presentations follows.

SAVE THE DATE:

March 27, 2014
LA Arboretum
Arcadia, CA

2014 Meeting Schedule
March 27

Pest or Paradigm Change? How the Polyphagous
Shot Hole Borer could redefine Urban Forestry as
we know it. ‐presented by Frank McDonough

LA Arboretum, Arcadia, CA

May 15

TBD

TBD

June 19

Annual Golf Tournament

TBD

July 17

WTMS Summer Program

Kellogg West, Pomona, CA

MISSION STATEMENT
“To promote the advancement of urban forestry and provide a forum for tree care professionals to share their experiences,
knowledge, and expertise for the benefit of the membership and the enhancement of Southern California’s community forests.”
VISION STATEMENT
“To enhance the health and beauty of Southern California cities by improving the quality of our community forests.”

Remember to email leon.boroditsky@lacity.org with your reservation

Assessing Root and Stem Loss for Tree Failure Potential,
Dr. Thomas Smiley, Bartlett Labs
Dr. Smiley began by discussing tree risk assessment, and the
Tree Risk Assessment Qualification (TRAQ) and its course. He
Great group of speakers - Larry Costello, Greg McPherson, Doug Anderson,
also explained the main difference between TRAQ and TRACE,
Tom Smiley, and Oscar Sanchez (not pictured: Tom Coleman)
where TRAQ uses two matrices and TRACE a numeric system.
(At this years WCISA Annual meeting, there will be a session that
goes into further detail between the two (see link http://
and saturated (36% moisture) soils. In this test, they used willow
wcisa2014.com). The main body of his talk centered around the
oak (Quercus phellos), red maple (A cer rubrum) and Virginia pine
potential for failure due to sapwood degradation and root failure.
(Pinus virginiana). Though there was variations between the speTo study sapwood failure, Dr. Smiley ‘s research team cut notches cies studied, the research concluded that while its best to stay outthrough the trunk of the tree and pulled on the tree to test the point side the dripline, when cutting roots linearly, 5 times the dripline is
of failure. He studied the effect on three species: red maple (A cer
likely to be sustainable, 3 times the dripline is as close as you
rubrum) sweet gum (Liquidambar styraciflua) and sawtooth oak
should ever recommend and 1 to 1.5 times the DBH the tree should
(Quercus acutissima). While it’s generally accepted that maxibe considered a removal. When cutting individual roots. Dr. Smimum amount of concentric heartwood loss is 2/3 of a cross secley’s team cut the roots at the trunk and found highly variable retion, Dr. Smiley’s research showed that the sapwood loss decreas- sults. While it’s best not to cut roots at the trunk, more than 1/3 will
es stress about twice as much as heartwood loss: so the maximum significantly increase the likelihood of failure.
amount of allowable sapwood loss is about 1/3. There was no
difference between the species studied. As well, he found that the
Dr. Smiley concluded his talk by discussing the assessment of root
trees studied were more likely to fail toward the cut, but stated
loss to estimate the likelihood of failure. He went through the difthat wind direction is probably more important.
ferent steps in root assessment starting with a visual assessment
looking for fruiting bodies, cavities and fused buttress roots. Next
When discussing root failures Dr. Smiley began by reminding us
he suggested using a sounding hammer to assess for hollows and
that root systems are highly variable. He on went to describe how cracks; doing a root collar excavation if needed to expose the butroots work structurally and distribute force and where they are
tress roots; possibly probing for decay with a drill and, if needed
under tension and compression and the difference between root
performing advanced assessments to determine the extent of root
failure and soil failure. He said that windthrow resistance was due decay and root loss. All of the research he presented was published
to: 1) weight of the root plate; 2) root strength on the windward
in Arboriculture & Urban Forestry available on the ISA’s website.
side; 3) root strength on the leeward side; and 4) frictional properties of soil which are highly moisture dependent. Mature trees, he Roots, Soils, and Infrastructure: Getting Them to Work Together,
went on, have about 7-11 buttress roots as well as oblique and tap
Lawrence Costello, Oracle Oaks
roots. To study root failure, Dr. Smiley looked at how close we
Dr. Larry Costello of Oracle Oaks and former UC Extension
can linearly cut roots without affecting stability, how many indiCooperative Advisor began his talk discussing that while trees have
vidual roots we cut without affecting stability and what is the best many benefits, there are costs as well. For example California
way to assess root loss. With a stump grinder, his research team at spends an estimated $70 million a year repairing infrastructure
Barlett labs cut successive lines from 4 times the DBH to right up
damage due to trees. To reduce potential infrastructure damage
against the trunk. With each linear cut, the team conducted a pull
from trees, there are either preventative or remedial methods.
test away from and toward the cuts as well in dry (19% moisture)
Continued on page 2

Upcoming Meeting Announcement
Mark your calendars!
Frank McDonough presents “Pest or Paradigm Change?
How the Polyphagous Shot Hole Borer could redefine Urban Forestry as we know it”
Date: Mar ch 27, 2014 Time: 10:30AM—1:30PM
Location: L.A. Ar bor etum - Oak Room - 301 N. Baldwin, Arcadia
Cost: $15– Pre-Registration $20– At the Door
RSVP to Leon Boroditsky by email leon.boroditsky@lacity.org
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Highlights from WTMS Winter 2014 continued
These strategies include tree-based, infrastructurebased and rootzone-based. Tree-based strategies
include species selection and root pruning. With
species selection, Dr. Costello suggests planting the
right tree in the right place: that is matching the species with the planting space. He began of species
selection with a discussion of the different major
types of roots which include: 1) tap roots; 2) lateral
roots; 3) oblique roots; 4) sinker roots; and 5) feeder
roots. He also mentioned adventitious roots and
questioned whether buttress roots were actually
roots at all or lateral roots with buttresses? He discussed that different species tend to form different
types of root systems: some tend to form many lateral roots at the surface, while others may be deep
rooted with less surface rooting. He also discussed
knowing the ultimate size of the species, their diameter at ground level and their tendency to form large
trunk flares. Knowing the species root and trunk
flare habit is crucial when matching a species to a
site.
The other tree-based strategy Dr. Costello performed was root pruning. Some of the impact factors affecting the tree from root pruning include: the
size and number of roots cut; the species age and
condition of the specimen and the proximity to the
trunk. Tolerance to root pruning varies with species.
He also discussed root shaving versus pruning and
suggests that there are perhaps more cons than pros
to this approach. A study in Sheffield, England
found that roots that had been shaved callused over
increasing the area of contact and thus the risk of
damage to the new pavement.
Infrastructure-based strategies include design and
materials. Larry discussed designing with adequate
space for the species being planted. He also went

Ken Pfalzgraf
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Beverly Hills, CA 90210
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Al Remyn
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Street Tree Seminar, Inc.
P.O. Box 6415
Anaheim, CA 92816-6415
www.streettreeseminar.com
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James Scheid from CalFire gives the
Plant ID Challenge a try during lunch.
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Highlights from WTMS Winter 2014 continued
species to better improve the overall success of the
UTC.

over many creative design techniques that increase
the planting space. These included tree islands, monolithic sidewalks, creating separation between the
roots and the infrastructure, curving sidewalks, pop
outs, bridging or ramping over existing roots, narrower streets, expanding sidewalks like Trip Stop, thicker pavement, pervious pavement, alternates to concrete like
asphalt, decomposed granite, pavers and rubberized sidewalks. Each of these alternatives have benefits and deficits
that need to be taken into consideration when deciding
whether they are the right strategy to pursue.
Like infrastructure-based solutions, Dr. Costello described
many alternative solutions when discussing rootzone-based
strategies that fell into a couple of categories: root guidance systems and soil replacement, modification and management. Root guidance systems include root barriers
which can be linear or circular, vertical or horizontal. In
his study, Dr. Gilman found, when combined with 6” layer
gravel, root barriers can be highly effective for reducing
sidewalk damage. In a different study conducted by Dr.
Smiley, found different results than the Gilman study,
however he used 18” barriers versus the 12” barriers used
by Gilman. Dr. Smiley’s study conclude that vertical barriers were more effective in reducing the number of roots
and their diameter under sidewalks in moderately drained
clay loam soil and perhaps a combination of vertical and
horizontal barriers may reduce the potential for damage
more than either one alone. Another large area of research
is in soil replacement, modification and management.
Studies conducted on structural soil which find that trees
grow larger, faster, had better color, more root growth and
lower mortality rate than trees grown in compacted, noncompacted and growing in a lawn. Another approach discussed by Dr. Costello was a system called Silva Cells.
The Silva Cell is a modular suspended pavement system
that uses soil volumes to support large tree growth. Each
cell is composed of a frame and deck system that can

stack one, two or three high and backfill soil. While
the research is promising, it costs more than twice as
much as traditional planting methods.
Stepping It Up, Reducing the Urban Forest’s Carbon Footprint in LA,
Greg McPherson, US Forest Service
and Oscar J. Sanchez, Treecare LA
In his talk, Dr. Greg McPherson discussed his
research of the carbon footprint of the Million Trees
Los Angeles project. (MTLA) which was started by
former City of Los Angeles mayor Antonio Villaraigosa. His study looked at the current tree canopy
cover, the number and type of tree planting sites and
the value of the ecosystem service for 35 years. His
study looked at the survival rate, annual mortality
rate and measured the trees size, and status of a random sample of 98 street trees, 225 park trees and 96
yard trees planted between 2006-08. He found the
survival rate at 3-5 years to be as follows: streets
79.8%; parks 90.7%; yards 77.1%. Dr. McPherson
found the high survival rate to be the result of a program of stewardship and maintenance that included
more frequent site visits; follow-up tree care tips;

Western Chapter ISA President, Dana Karcher
presents Dr. Greg McPherson the R.W. Harris
Award of Excellence in Education

systematic monitoring; planting species with a high
survival rate. When compared with trees from other
parts of the country, growth rates were not significantly
different. His study found that street trees studied
showed good carbon sequestering and yard and street
trees showed good carbon footprint avoidance while
park trees showed no carbon avoidance. (However, this
has more to do with the assumptions of the study and
not necessarily actuality.) Dr. McPherson looked at
whether MTLA was merely fashionable or had real
world functionality. While the survival rate, growth rate
and CO2 performance were good, was the program’s
carbon footprint a sink or source? He studied all the
factors that go into the planting of the trees from tree
production, inspecting and planting trees, tree growth,
tree maintenance, pruning and removal etc. Looking at
all types of vehicles involved (car to tractor trailer) and
all types equipment (saws, chippers, tub grinders, etc.)
he found that in fact, MTLA was a net sink CO2 uptake.
In his talk, Oscar Sanchez of Treecare LA discussed the
Urban Forest Carbon inventory project. The goals of
the project are to map the existing urban tree canopy
(UTC) and potential tree planting sites as well inventory and map the urban forest carbon through UFORE/
FIA plots and 50 municipal urban forest inventories. In
San Jose, Marin and Denver, the study mapped the
UTC by land use and neighborhood; map vacant tree
sites; estimate existing benefits; establish UTC targets;
monetize increased benefits and track progress over
time. He also went over the Climate Action Reserves
revision of the Urban Forest Protocol to streamline
planting projects and create new urban forest management projects. He also discussed Climate-Ready Trees
which is rating existing trees and studying promising

Cycling for Research with the Britton Fund, Inc.,
Douglas Anderson, Anderson’s Tree Care Specialists,
Inc.
In his talk, Doug Anderson discussed the Britton Fund
whose purpose is to create and enable knowledge by
raising financial support for research and education to
promote excellence and advancement in the field of
arboriculture for the public good. The Britton Fund
proudly supports the following programs: technical information sheets; California Arbor Week; a number of
great publications; Professor Arbor E. Turn; and Invest
from the Ground Up table top displays. The Fund is
currently funding a number of research projects including Richard W. Harris Urban Horticulture scholarships;
an analysis of the International Tree Failure database;
Pruning with Care: when and how to prune to avoid
harming birds and What Tree to Plant? Selecting trees
fit for the future. The Britton Fund also conducts a oneday cycling endurance event to raise money for tree
research and education in the west. This years’ ride will
start at Pasadena City Hall and tour parts of Los Angeles with 25, 60 and 100 mile routes. Each rider is committed to raising at least $600 regardless of the route
choice. There are also sponsorship opportunities where
the sponsor gets their company logo on the Britton Fund
Rider’s Jersey. For cycling support contact Doug Anderson at doug@andersonstreecare.com and for fundraising support contact Mary Pendleton at

Show your support for trees in our
communities ‐ donate to a rider today at
www.thebrittonfund.org
mary@wcisa.net.
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Highlights from WTMS Winter 2014 continued
The Future Looks Dry - Urban Forests in an Era of Serious
Water Conservation
Lawrence Costello, Oracle Oaks
In his second talk of the day, Dr. Costello discussed a very
pertinent topic these days of water conversation. Much of costal California is a Mediterranean climate demarcated by cool,
wet winters and warm, dry summers. Water is a very limited
resource in California and we cannot afford to waste water
when irrigating landscapes. Dr. Costello discussed methodologies for estimating evapotranspiration (ET) including those for
crops and warm summer and cool season turf to help come up
with an estimation of plant needs to be better come up with an
irrigation schedule. ET is the movement of water from the soil
through the plant and out the leaves. It is governed by temperature, relative humidity and wind as well by species. He discussed the need to use a representative value for your location
as ET varies across California. He described the effects of water deficiency in plants which range from wilt to death.
Drought stress can also lead to secondary pest problems which
can lead to demise as well. Many of California’s native tree
species are well adapted to low water. In fact some species like
the blue oak (Quercus douglasii) can go drought deciduous,
dropping its leaves to conserve resources until conditions improve. He also suggested to avoid planting species with variable water needs together. Dr. Costello went on to talk about
how different soils can effect the trees water needs, some being
favorable while others being unfavorable. Trees growing in
deep soils or unrestricted soils can extract or find water more
easily., while trees growing in restricted space or within impermeable surfaces can have much more difficulty finding water.
However, it can vary from species to species. Other factors
which can lead to water deficiencies are fill soil which reduces
water infiltration and root cutting which restricts the plant itself
from uptaking water. Root loss during development can be
mitigated by irrigation during the construction process. Other
consideration during construction is the change in grade or the
diversion of the natural flow of water from already established
specimens. Irrigation systems have limitations. Using mulch
will substantially reduce evaporative water loss from soils. He
also suggested that diagnosis of plant problems needs to be
accurate. Many trees will go into transplant shock, dropping
their leaves; however, many can and do recover. With water
being such a limited resource in California, its crucial as tree
managers we make wise and informed decisions.

Exotic Pests and Diseases Threatening our Urban Forests
Dr. Tom Coleman, US Forest Service
In his talk, Dr. Tom Coleman discussed the threats facing
California’s urban forest from exotic pests. Invasive species
have been increasing steadily since the nineteenth century and
are establishing at a rate of 2.5 pests per year. There are currently 455 species of non-indigenous forest insects and diseases
documented in the US of which 17 pathogens and 65 insects are
“high impact.” Estimated monetary damage from exotic pests in
the US is close to $5 billion a year. There has been a greater
introduction of invasive species to northeastern US. Movement
of live plants is the primary pathway for nor-native species as
as well as lumber, firewood and humans. There are many hurdles that need to be overcome to combat invasive species including the need for early detection, lack of life history and
management and unknown impact and risk of said invasive
species. In California there are many invasive species of insects
and pathogens. Dr. Coleman mentioned, eucalyptus longhorned
borer, Mediterranean pine engraver, gypsy moth, sudden oak
death and pitch canker disease as well many others. Currently, a
major invasive pest is the Polyphagous shot hole borer and
Fusarium dieback. It is very similar to tea shot hole borer present in Florida and the same insect-disease complex is found in
Israel. It was first discovered in Southern California in 2012.
Researchers are developing monitoring techniques to gain a
better understanding of the pest. In the mean time, some biology and management information can be adapted from the tea
shot hole borer. Chipping material; infected material will also
prove helpful in slowing the spread. Dr. Coleman also discussed the Goldspotted oak borer which is another major invasive species threatening oak trees in Southern California. First
detected in Eastern San Diego County in 2004. It likely entered
California from the movement of firewood from Arizona. It
attacks coast live oak, California black oak, canyon live oak
and Engelmann oak. Though the beetle is moving relatively
slowly, it has killed an estimated 25,000 trees since 2002. Another insect-disease complex primarily threatening Southern
California discussed by Dr. Coleman was the walnut twig beetle-thousand canker disease. This is a beetle (Pityophthorus
juglandis) and disease (Geosmithia morbida) combination that
affects California walnuts, English walnuts, Arizona walnuts
and Eastern black walnuts. While the fungus is not pathogenic,
the beetle bores into the twigs of the trees creating a localized
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Highlights from WTMS Winter 2014 continued
canker of necrotic tissue about 1”-2” long and wide. The beetle
bores in multiple times creating many cankers that end up girdling the tree and causing the branch to die (hence the name
“thousand canker”.Dr. Coleman went over a few more threats to
trees in California including: Mediterranean pine engraver
(Orthotomicus erosus) which is found in the Central Valley and
has a broad host range, killing Aleppo, Italian stone and Monterey pines. Redhaired pine bark beetle (Hylurgus ligniperda)
which was detected in Los Angeles and San Diego Counties in
2003. It attacks various stressed pine species including Monterey,
Aleppo and Canary Island pines. Red Palm weevil
(Rhynchphorus ferrugineus) was found in Laguna Beach in 2010
and seems to be eradicated at present. Dr. Coleman also mentioned gypsy moth (Lymantria spp.) which has shown up a few
times in Southern California as well as Light Brown Apple Moth
(Epiphyas postvittana) which has also had some isolated appearances in Southern California. He also mentioned a number of
threats not “yet” in Southern California including: sudden Oak
Death (Phytophthora ramorum)which is isolated to coastal Central California up to Southern Oregon. Redbay ambrosia beetle
and laurel wilt disease; emerald ash borer (A grilus planipennis)
which is one of the greatest current threats to North American
trees wiping out ash trees throughout the Midwest, Northeast and
parts of Canada. The Asian longhorned beetle (A noplophora glabriennis) which in primarily in the Northeast and feeds on maples, box elders, alders, elms, birches, poplars and willows.
Managing Urban Forests in an Era of Major Pest & Resource
Challenges,
Dave Roger, Consulting Arborist
In his talk, consulting arborist and urban forester Dave Rogers
discussed the current threat of pests and diseases from a municipal perspective. When cities lose many mature tree lined streets
due to pests like Dutch elm disease, the cost is high and effect
devastating. Emerald ash borer is currently creating the same
devastation as in the Midwest and Northeast. The same problem,
albeit to a much lesser effect, has been experienced recently in
Southern California with the loss of liquidambar trees due to X ylella fastidiosa. These are prime examples of the problems associated with a monoculture: when a disease or pest strikes the consequences are extensive.
Dave discussed the many solutions to not repeating these mistakes including education, awareness and the challenges associated with limited funds and tightening budgets. He emphasized the
need for having a well thought out and practical Urban Forestry
Management Plan (http://www.ufmptoolkit.com/). A good management plan will answer: What do you have? What do you
want? How do you get what you want? Are you getting what you
want? What you have will include: trees, management and the
community. For the trees you will need an inventory that at least
accounts for species, size, age and condition. The management
will include an understanding of existing ordinances and policies,
existing tree management practices and existing tree maintenance
practices (BPM’s.) As for the community, you want to identify
their view of trees, their values and the stakeholders. The plan

will also account for the needs of the trees, management and the
community. Given the experience of past decisions, the plan
will come up with a species list that promotes diversity and
attempts to account for potential future pest and disease issues.
Management needs will include revising policies and ordinances, updating current management practices and addressing future maintenance needs like hardscape damage, sewer problems, line clearance needs, etc. When addressing the community needs, the plan should include a vision for the community
that includes input from individuals, colleges and universities,
HOA’s etc. The next area of the plan addresses “how to get
what you want. “ It’s an active plan that guides the future direction of the Urban Forest and sets out a plan of action and tools
to achieve your goals. It identifies who and how it will be implemented. The last area a good Urban Forestry Management
Plan addresses is: Are you getting what you want. This portion
of the plan develops a review mechanism and sets up a monitoring program. A monitoring program will evaluate how well the
program is functioning. It regularly accounts for and reports
progress internally and to elected officials and adjust the plan as
needed.
Congratulations to our very own Robert Sartain, winner of
the Plant ID quiz!

